
A few tips on how to be a good non-fiction author with the compliments of MumfordBooks-
Guides. You are interested in writing a short story, a family history or even an autobiography.

1. You are thinking of writing a book?
Or, have a passion to create successful book, here are the following pointers: Books are as 
much a part of scholarly communication, non-fiction or knowledge-based – the latter are 
usually a write-up of a particular-piece of research, a book provides the opportunity to go 
into a subject in a lot more depth, drawing on the research of others as well as your own. 
Despite the emphasis on writing articles to fulfill the requirements of research, a well-rounded 
scholar will write for in both public/media, as can be seen from the biographies of most 
established authors in the public domain. Book ideas are normally sold to publishers on the 
basis of a detailed proposal.

• Why is this book different from other books?
• Because they can be digitally published in full colour.
• Why should it be published?
• Proof of new insights with interesting concepts, digital hyperlinks.
• Why am I qualified to write it?
• The opportunity to demonstrate a passion for his or hers’ subject.
• One publisher expresses this in its manuscript and book proposal guidelines by saying,
• "All book front covers should give a visual clue”, an answer to what might be the story-line.
• “How is this book different from all other books”? (Mumfordbooks) it’s PDF Visual index.
• Put another way, why does the gap in information need to be filled? Is there a gap in the

literature? Has there been any new research? Is this a new treatment of an old topic, but
with a different slant? Yes, digital technology, the power of the computer has given the 
modern author the access to a whole world of digital knowledge almost impossible before 
today. They have the means to be author, editor, self-publisher, web designer, forum 
promoter and salesman or woman all rolled into one. See

• As an author, you can dramatically improve the chances of your article being downloaded
once it's on-line, before you even submit it! There’s an opportunity for every author to do
what every professional photographer is to set up their own web site, a test-bed for your
own book titles, provide free downloads and feedback from your own forum.
There are three easy steps you can take to ensure it enjoys high usage:

• Choose a descriptive title: Short and descriptive, test on Google.
• Use appropriate keywords: Search engines require keywords as links.
• Write an informative abstract: A short introduction, followed by 300-500 word .doc

2. Choose a descriptive title
Write a title for your article which includes the most important keywords and demonstrates 
the significance of your research: Fully tested on Google search.
Use a title that is unambiguous and clear in both its meaning and its syntax. 
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Good examples: Global Fishing History: Fully illustrated cyber visual index is my 
way of combining the sport of fishing with my computer-mouse as the hunter-
gatherer. https://www.mumfordbooks.com/product-category/sportfishing/ 

Lifeboat History: The age of Pulling and Sailing, early lifeboat design from whaling 
boats to the first un-sinkable.

Telephone History, Invention and Design: The complete development of Early 
Experimental Ideas, Invent & Design 1830-1930. 
https://www.mumfordbooks.com/product-category/telephonehistory/ These titles 
make sense as sentences; they introduce the content of the article and contain the 
main words and phrases that readers will search on.                                                  
2. Use appropriate keywords An introduction to Search Engine Optimization.
By choosing descriptive titles and keywords, you are ensuring that your article can be easily 
found through search engines. Search engines use complex algorithms to determine what 
weblinks appear high on the list of results. The better your keywords, title and abstract are, 
the higher your article will appear on search engine results lists, and the more your article 
will be downloaded. 

• Researchers search using key phrases. What would you search for? Think of every likely angle that
someone would search on, and make sure that the angle is covered with a keyword

• Look at the keywords of other articles that are similar to your paper – do they give good results?
Try searching using those keywords

• Use keywords that might not appear in your title, for example the wider subject areas, the sub-
discipline, the methodology used

• Keywords don't need to be single words, they can also be phrases: people search on ‘business ethics',
not only on ‘business'

• Don't use jargon or invented keywords that people probably won't search on – keywords should reflect
a collective understanding of the subject area

• Use synonyms to ensure your article comes back in the results for a wider range of search terms
• Think of the international aspect, for example ‘real estate' is relevant to a US audience, but ‘property

market' or ‘housing market' are terms more widely used in the UK

• Include all variants of a keyword e.g. ‘CSR' and ‘Corporate Social Responsibility'.

Other resources

Have a look at Google's AdWords keyword tool to find the keywords that are the most popular in

searches. However, just because a keyword is popular, doesn't mean it is right for your article. Only

use relevant keywords to ensure a customer isn't misled.

• As well thinking about Google's perspective, remember that abstracts are normally free to read on-line
and will attract a reader to click through to the full article.

• See at https://www.mumforbooks.com 10% Free sample downloads with every PDF eBook.
• Consider adding a video abstract to complement your paper and key your key messages across.

https://www.mumfordbooks.com/product-category/lifeboathistory/
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Key points to take away: 

Don't overuse keywords and damage the integrity of your research. You should still write 
naturally. Google can detect abuse of this so there's no need to include a certain keyword more 
than once or twice in your title or more than three times in your abstract. 

• Your title should include the key terms from your manuscript
• Choose an intelligent list of words and phrases for the keyword section

Use those keywords naturally in your abstract.

• 3. What Do Editor's Want
• The introduction: what is the purpose of the paper, its scope?  Factual and knowledgeable.
• The research methodology used – which one, why, and how.
• Access to: archives worldwide, selected web site and forums.
• A literature review – an examination of what has gone before, a situation of the research

within a theoretical framework. The preference is generally for coherent discussion of a few
authors who are significant to the research.  Check width and depth of data.

• The findings from the research, with an explanation of why those findings were extrapolated
from the data, perhaps with a brief account of the analysis.

• Ability to link new facts together, to add originality.
• A conclusion which restates the purpose of the research, encapsulates the main, and most

interesting, findings, and looks at their implications and adds logical conclusions.
• Decimation of large data banks to maximization impact of subject.
• References to the literature quoted, which should be complete and in the style used in the

journal.
• The ability to hyper-link text to more archives and useful web sites all together.

An article may tick all these boxes, but to stand out it needs to have something a bit special. 
What makes it "special" is examined in the following sections.  

As a new researcher/author, you probably spent quite a bit of time and energy trying to get your 
articles published. Now, perhaps, you are an experienced scholar, fine-tuned to the particular 
movements and developments within your chosen discipline, and you have become aware of an 
area ripe for development, or one you think needs to be covered with a different slant.  

As a new researcher/author, you probably spent quite a bit of time and energy trying to get your 
articles published. Now, perhaps, you are an experienced scholar, fine-tuned to the particular 
movements and developments within your chosen discipline, and you have become aware of an 
area ripe for development, or one you think needs to be covered with a different slant.  

Writing a good journal/e Book proposal requires considerable effort, but then so does launching 
a journal. Proposal writing will help you clarify the journal's mission and goals – which should be 
a great help when you are ready to solicit articles as you will have a good idea of what you want, 
and where to go to get it. 
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.4. The Author Guidelines contain advice on a series of stylistic
matters such as:
During your initial discussions with contributors/authors, it is useful also to provide 
them with information such as: 

• How to submit the final manuscript; See Amazon and Kobo (hyper-links below).
• The order in which chapter material should be presented; With full index and Page Numbers.
• The correct form for the abstract; Microsoft Word .doc or Adobe PDF, Full Properties

Protection, Copyright and ISBN.
• Presentation of illustrative material. Can be used to adjust image and text to page size.
• Add your own Copyright symbol to all your work, you can buy your own ISBN from

www.whitaker.co.uk/isbn
Although this may seem time-consuming it’s crucial to provide this information at the
beginning so authors have the appropriate tools to submit all the correct information in their
final draft. In your communications you will also need, at this stage, to consider how you will
communicate with contributors. Many editors will rely on email, however, it may be worth
considering use of some Web 2.0 tools, such as a wiki, which allows for shared editing.
Most images and all modern photographs will require the owner’s permission to publish.
You will be expected to pay for a copyright permission to publish. I once had to pay £60 to
the Queens Archive, it can be expensive. So, look out for images in the public domain,
usually over a hundred years or more years old, no fees to pay.

5. Review stages submitting to Amazon

The review process will vary from series to series as will the different stages to be gone 
through, and the process of selecting the final chapters.
Inevitably, some papers will be rejected, which will involve the volume editor turning away 
papers from scholars whom he or she greatly respects. This may be very difficult and 
requires great skills of diplomacy. You will find many mistakes in fonts, spelling chapters, 
hyperlinks, and simple page numbers.  A good author never gives up, tomorrow is another 
day, good luck a fortitude.
As the chapters emerge, the volume editor should be not only checking on quality, but 
also shaping the book: Type of font, size and colour, remember image resolution is 72 dpi 
on your computer screen, save all your images at 300 dpi for quality printing.

• Do the chapters fit nicely into parts? Always number your pages, bottom right.
• How should the book be sequenced? Include a contents page, a full Index with hyper-links.

• Is there sufficient contrast and complementarity between the chapters, a balance of different
perspectives? You will obviously need to tell the reviewers what to look for: whether they are
to confine themselves to style, or should they also consider substance, such as the research
design? At the review stage there will be a large number of drafts in circulation, so editing
becomes an exercise in project management. Regular checks for errors, proof reading is a
art of fine detection, one error and the author is damned.
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6. How to Publish with Amazon
Amazon and Kobo are 2 of the most popular book and eBook author publishing services 
available online today. 
Publishing and Selling on Amazon
Amazon covers all the angles for publishing whether you are an author just starting out, a 
publisher with limited facilities or with a new, unknown author, or are you a book 
collector selling off your collection? Amazon has all the answers Amazon offers 3 main 
publishing services below (Ctrl and click on the links below to open): 

• Kindle Direct Publishing for publishing eBooks (also known as digital books)
• CreateSpace for publishing print books
• ACX, the Audiobook Creation Exchange, for producing your books in audio

format

These books will help you learn how to sell books on or through 
Amazon 

• Amazon Advantage
• Selling on Amazon + Fulfillment by Amazon
• What’s the difference?
• Which program is best for me?

As an author, Amazon offers a complete Author Central Account that can help market your 
books no matter which program you choose.  
Which program is best for you? 
Are you just starting out as an author and don’t yet have a publisher? 
Are you an author or publisher who wants to publish content on Amazon.com?               
We recommend CreateSpace and Kindle Direct Publishing: two really helpful programs 
from Amazon. 
Are you an established author with a publisher, but want your book available as an 
eBook?
We recommend Kindle Direct Publishing is a free program that helps you self-publish 
your book as an PDF eBook. It also offers royalty programs for purchase of your book on 
Kindle devices and Kindle apps for iPad, iPhone, iPod touch, PC, Mac, Blackberry, and 
Android-based devices. Do you want your book to become an audiobook? We 
recommend the Audiobook Creation Exchange, ACX, where you can bring your book to 
life in audio; earn royalties up to 90%; and distribute your book through Audible.com, 
Amazon.com, iTunes and more.
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https://authorcentral.amazon.com/gp/help/ref=AC_CU_Books-notavail-oop-dyk?topicID=200650270#kdp
https://authorcentral.amazon.com/gp/help/ref=AC_CU_Books-notavail-oop-dyk?topicID=200650270#createspace
http://www.acx.com/
https://authorcentral.amazon.com/gp/help/ref=AC_CU_Books-notavail-oop-dyk?topicID=200650270#advantage
https://authorcentral.amazon.com/gp/help/ref=AC_CU_Books-notavail-oop-dyk?topicID=200650270#fba
https://authorcentral.amazon.com/gp/help/ref=AC_CU_Books-notavail-oop-dyk?topicID=200650270#differences
https://authorcentral.amazon.com/gp/help/ref=AC_CU_Books-notavail-oop-dyk?topicID=200650270#me


7. KOBO is a global eBook Publishing platform
Introduction to publishing on Kobo     htttps://kobo.com/gb/en
Kobo is a global eBook retailer that understands reading isn’t just a private activity.
With a sharp focus on the social aspect of literature, Kobo encourages readers to
recommend and discuss recent reads with other Kobo users. Kobo users can
purchase books recommended by friends simply by tapping on the shared book
cover from an activity feed. This means that virtually every time someone purchases
and reads your book on Kobo, it has the potential to get noticed by hundreds or
even thousands of readers.                                                                                              
Kobo carries over 2.5 million eBooks, with customers in over 170 countries. Whether
you’re a bestselling author or just about to publish your first novel, BookBaby wants
to make your book available to Kobo’s reading community for purchase, for
recommending, and for broader discussion. Publish your book on the popular Kobo
eReader and your book will share virtual shelf space with the latest Pulitzer Prize
winners, New York Times' best sellers and time-honored classics. Best of all you’ll
get distribution to all the most popular eReaders like the iPad and Kindle.

1. eBook Conversion
KOBO will convert your eBook for Kobo as well as other eReaders like the Kindle and iPad. 

2. Global eBook Distribution
Get published with BookBaby and KOBO will make sure your eBook is made available in all 
the most popular eReader stores. Including: Amazon.com, iBooks, Barnes & Noble’s Nook 
store, Kobo, and many others. 
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3. Your royalties

When you choose BookBaby eBook Publishing, KOBO will keep 0% of your royalties. 
You collect 100% of net sales paid by our online retailer network. It’s always easy keep 
track of your eBook sales in your BookBaby account using your accounting dashboard.

4. Territories

KOBO can publish your eBook in many lanbguages of your choice including : 

• English
• Afrikaans
• Basque
• Catalan
• Danish
• Dutch
• Finnish
• French
• German
• Icelandic
• Indonesian
• Italian
• Norwegian
• Portuguese
• Spanish
• Swedish
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